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Consider a first-order language <£ with identity and unitary predi
cate symbols. We let the letter A range over the models for <£. Let 
P, Q be new unary predicate symbols and let <£(P, Q) be the new 
first-order language with the additional predicates P and Q. Models 
for £(P, Q) will be written as (A, P, Q) where P and Q are subsets of 
A. Let T and S be sets of sentences of £(P, Q) (or of <£(P), or <£). 
We write T\-S to mean that every model of T is a model of 5. | X\ 
shall denote the cardinal of the set X. 

The following two known results are due to Beth [l ] and Svenonius 
[4]-

(I) BETH'S THEOREM. Let Tbea theory in <£(P). Then the following 
are equivalent. 

(i) There exists a formula F(i) of <£ such that 

(ii) For every model A for £, the set 

XA= {FI 04, P) is a model of T} 

has at most one element. 

(II) SVENONIUS' THEOREM. Let T be a theory in £(P). Then the 
following are equivalent. 

(i) There exists a finite number of formulas Fi(t), • • • , Fn(t) of £ 
such that 

r h V w(P(0«^(0). 

(ii) For every model {A, P) of T, the set 

XA,P= { P ' | U , P ' ) ^ U , P ) } 

has exactly one element P. 
1 This work was partly supported by an NSF Senior Postdoctoral Fellowship held 

at The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J., during 1962-1963, and partly 
by NSF research grant GP220. 
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Let X be a set of disjoint pairs (P, Q). Two disjoint pairs (P, Q) 
and (P ' , <2') are separated if PHQ'= PT\Q = 0. Let /3 be a cardinal. 
We say that X is fi-bounded if X has no subset F of power /? such that 
any two distinct pairs in Y are not separated. In the rest of this note 
we let A range over infinite models for £ and a shall always denote 
the cardinal of the model A. 

(III) M A I N THEOREM. Let T be a theory in £ (P , Q) such that 
ri-"~~|3/(P(0 AQ(O). Then the following are equivalent. 

(i) There exists a finite number of formulas Fi(t, vi, • • • , vm), • • • , 
Fn{t, Vu • • • , vm) of £ such that 

1*** A (Q(0 -> ~TO, *i, • • •, O)]-
(ii) Por ez;ery 4̂ /&e se/ 

F^ = {(P, Q) | (A, P , Q) w a model of T} 

is a+-bounded. 
(iii) For every model (A, P , Q) o/ P, the set 

Y4,P,Q = {(P', Q') | ( 4 , P ' , Q') S ( 4 , P, 0 } 

is a+-bounded. 
(iv) Por ei>ery 4 , tóe se/ Fj. is 2a-bounded. 
(v) Por ^er^ wo&ü (^4, P , © o/ P, tóe set YA,P,Q is 2a-bounded. 

Before giving an outline of the proof of the Main Theorem, we first 
make two observations with a few remarks. 

(a) By reading |P for Q in (III) , we obtain the following (com
mon) infinite analog of (I) and (II). 

(IV) THEOREM. Let T be a theory in £ (P) . Then the following are 
equivalent. 

(i) There exists a finite number of formulas Pi(/, i>i, • • • , flm), • • • f 

Fn(t, Vi, • • • , vm) of £ such that 

T h V 3f>i • • • VnWQ?(t) <-• Fi(t9 * ! , - • • , Vm)). 

(ii) For every A, \XA\ <a+. 
(iii) For every model (A, P) of P, | XA,P\ <a+. 
(iv) For every A, \XA\ <2a. 
(v) For every model {A, P) of P, \XAtp\ < 2 a . 

REMARKS. The equivalence of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) in (IV) 
was proved by me in November, 1962. In my original proof, I re-
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quired the Continuum Hypothesis (CH). In the reply (dated Novem
ber 30, 1962) to my letter telling him of my result, R. Vaught showed 
that the CH is not needed in the theorem. Vaught's argument is 
rather indirect and is based on certain metamathematical considera
tions, assuming that a proof with the CH has already been found. 
He has referred to this elimination of the CH from my result in his 
abstract [5] and paper [6]. In the summer of 1963, I found a direct 
proof of my theorem without the CH. In February, 1964, I obtained 
the Main Theorem and hence also (IV) in its present form. I have 
just recently received word that M. Makkai in [3] has announced 
and proved the equivalence of (IV)(i) and (IV)(ii). His proof, like 
my earlier proof, is based on the CH. Apparently, as of the date of 
submission of his manuscript (April 29, 1963), he did not know that 
the CH is not needed or that condition (IV) (iii) can be added. At any 
rate, the Main Theorem (III) is clearly an improvement over all 
previous results along these lines. 

(b) I t is not necessary that the new predicates P and Q be unary. 
By noticing that two sets P and Q are comparable (i.e., either PCQ 
or Q QP) if and only if 

(P X P) r\ (Q X Q) = 0, 

our Main Theorem applied to the predicates P X P and Q X Q yields 
the following, 

(V) THEOREM. Let T be a theory in £ (P) . Then the following are 
equivalent. 

(i) There exists a finite number of formulas Fi(ty s,vu • • * ,#m), • • • , 
Fn(t, sf Vif • • • , vm) of £ such that 

T\- V 3vi • • • vmVt, s[Q?(s) -+ (Fi(f, s, vi, • • • , vm) -> P(*))) 

A C T O -> (P(0 -> Fi(f, * , * i , - - - , v*)))]. 

(ii) For every A, the set XA has no subset Z of power 2a such that any 
two distinct elements of Z are incomparable. 

(iii) For every model {A, P) of T> the set XA,P has no subset Z of power 
2a such that any two distinct elements of Z are incomparable. 

REMARKS. I t should be clear that (V) itself is not necessarily re
stricted to unary predicates. The finite analogs of (V), corresponding 
to (I) and (II), respectively, seem to be new, and we state one of them 
for the sake of illustration. 
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(VI) THEOREM. Let T be a theory in £(P). Then the following are 
equivalent. 

(i) There exists a formula F(t, s) of £ such that 

T \- W, s[Q?(s) -» (F(t, s) - P(0)) A C P W - * (P(0 - F(t, s)))]. 

(ii) For every A (not necessarily infinite), tóe se/ X^ is swcA that 
any two elements of it are comparable. 

An interesting application of the other finite analog of (V), the 
one we have not stated, is the following. Let T be a theory in £ con
cerned with a partially ordering relation R. (This part of the hypothe
sis can be stated much more generally.) Suppose that every hereditary 
subset P of every model A of T is mapped into a subset comparable 
with P by every automorphism of A. Then there exists a positive 
integer n such that every set of pairwise incomparable elements of 
every model of T has at most n elements. 

Before going on to the proof, we should add that all finite analogs 
of (III) , (IV), and (V) can be proved by standard methods. 

PROOF OF THE M A I N THEOREM (IN OUTLINE). T O simplify matters, 
let us assume that £ is a countable language. Let KQ = O) and, for each 
n<œ, let /cn+i = 2Kn; let K= y]n Kn. I t is sufficient to prove that (v) 
implies (i). Suppose (i) does not hold. Then by an argument using 
the compactness theorem, there exists a model (A, P, Q) of T such 
that 

(1) for no formula F(t, vi, • • • ) of £ does the sentence 

3*1 •• • W[(P(0 -> F(f, vu • • • )) A (Q(0 -* - | F ( ' , * , • • • ))] 

hold in (A, P, Q). 
I t follows that (A, P, Q) must be infinite. We can assume, without 

loss of generality, that (A, P , Q) is special of power K. (For the notion 
of special models, see [3].) This implies that we may assume (A,P, Q) 
is the union of an elementary chain 

(AQ, Po, <2o) < • • • -< (An, Pn, Q») < • • • 

of elementary submodels such that for each n, (An, Pn, Qn) satisfies 
(1) and 

(2) (An, Pn, Qn) is a K^-saturated model of power Kn+X. 
We suppose that A has been well ordered in such a way that for 

each n, An— {a^|jS<CKW+I}. Let K2 be the set of all functions x such 
that the domain of x, Dx, is some ordinal less than K and x takes only 
the values 0 and 1. We assert that two functions G and H can be con
structed such that the following hold. 
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(3) DG = DH=*2. 
(4) If xCy, then G(x) QG(y) and H(x) CH(y). 
(5) If DX<K+, then G(x), H(x)<E.A%x and (An, G(x)) ^(An, H(x)). 
(6) Suppose K* èDx<Kn +Kn+i. Let 7 be the unique ordinal less 

than Kn+i such that Dx~K%+y. If 7 = S + 2 r a with S a limit ordinal 
and m <co, then 

G(x\J{(Dx, 0)}) = G(x\J{(Dx, l)}) = G(x)\J{(Dx, a8+m)}. 

If 7 = 8+2m + l, with the same conditions on S and w, then 

ff(*U {<£*, 0)}) = fl(*U {(£>*, 1)}) = H(x) \J {(Dx, ab+m)}. 

(7) Suppose /c^+icM+i^Dx</cJ+1. Let y be the. unique ordinal less 
than K*+1 such that Dx = K%+K„+i+y. Then there exist ^GP n +i and 
qÇzQn+i such that 

G ( x U {(Dx,0)}) = G(*)VJ {<£>*,£>}, 

G ( ^ U {(Dx,l)}) = G(*)U {<D#, g>}, 

and 

H(x\J {(Dx,0)}) = H(x\j{{Dx,l)}). 

The construction of G and unsatisfying (3)-(7) is by transfinite induc
tion on the ordinal Dx. I t is not a difficult argument. We only men
tion that conditions (3)-(6) are consequences of (2), whereas condi
tion (7) is a consequence of (1). 

Suppose G and H satisfy (3)-(7). Let 2" be the set of all functions 
x such that DX = K and x takes only the values 0 and 1. By (4) we 
can easily extend the definition of G and H to all x £ 2 * in such a way 
that G(x)y H(x)ÇzAK. For each x£2*, define the mapping hx from A 
onto A as follows: 

hx(G(x)(y)) = H(x)(y) for each 7 < K. 

I t follows from (5) and (6) that each A» is an automorphism of A onto 
A. Furthermore, suppose x> y (-2* are such that for some n<œ and 7, 

*(?) ?* y(y), W" + &n+i ^ 7 < «A-i, and s f 7 = y f 7. 

Then, by (7), the disjoint pairs (h%P, h*Q) and (fc*P, h*Q) are not 
separated. Hence the set YA,P,Q is not 2*-bounded and (v) fails to 
hold. The theorem is proved. 

REMARK. I t follows from the proof that every special model A 
has 2a automorphisms. This result was previously known only for 
homogeneous universal models. 
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